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This pracnique describes writing a program to calculate the wind chill factor. 

The program is then refined by adding defensive programming, and 
modularized to use functions.

Language: C

Compiler: gcc
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functions, usability, I/O, defensive programming, 
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Experience Level:  intermediate

“A lot of people like snow. I find it to be an unnecessary freezing of water.”
-Carl Reiner
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INTRODUCTION 
As temperatures fall and the wind howls, we begin hearing about the danger of “wind chill”.  The “wind 

chill” factor W is reported by meteorologists during winter. W is an equivalent temperature that accounts 

for the increased chilling effects of wind on a human body. The wind chill factor combines the 

temperature and wind speed to tell you how cold the wind makes it “feel”. The coldest wind chill 

recorded in Canada was at Pelly Bay, Nunavut, on January 13, 1975, when 56 km/h winds (a wind chill 

factor of 3,357 watts/m²) made the temperature of -51 C feel more like -92 C.

The first wind chill formula and associated tables were based on research conducted by scientists Paul A. 

Siple and Charles F. Passel in Antarctica in the 1940s. The research found that the rate at which water 

freezes depends on three factors: how warm it was to begin with, the outside temperature and the wind 

speed. This Wind Chill Index was a 3-4 digit number with units of kilocalories per square metre per hour 

(kcal/m2/hr). For example 1400 was the threshold for frostbite. The original Siple-Passel equation for wind 

chill factor (C) is:

C = (10 ·
⇥
V � V + 10.5) · (33� Ta)

where V is the wind velocity (m/s), and Ta was the air temperature (degC). One of the problems with this 

formula was that the units were not very user-friendly for the general public. In 2001 a new formula was 

derived , based on a model of how fast a human face loses heat and incorporates modern heat transfer 

theory, that is, the theory of how much heat is lost by the body to its surroundings during cold and windy 

days. (The face is the part of the body most often exposed to severe winter weather). It must be noted 

that although the wind chill factor is expressed on a temperature scale (the Celsius scale in Canada), it is 

not a temperature: it only expresses a human sensation. There are two formulas used by Environment 

Canada:

where W is the wind chill factor based on the Celsius temperature scale, Tair is the air temperature in 

degrees celsius, and V10m is the wind speed in km/h at 10 meters. The first equation is used when the 

temperature of the air is ≤ 5˚C and the wind speed is ≥ 5km/h. Then second equation is used when the 

temperature of the air is ≤ 5˚C and the wind speed is > 0km/h, but < 5km/h.

ALGORITHM 
This is a fairly basic problem, however one involving two equations, only one of which will become 

“active” when the program runs. The basic algorithm is:

1. Obtain the air temperature and wind speed.

2. Calculate the wind chill factor.
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3. Output the wind chill factor.

This can be extended to incorporate the information known about the equations:

1. Obtain the air temperature and wind speed.

2. Calculate the wind chill factor.

2.1. If the air temperature is ≤ 5˚C and the wind speed is ≥ 5km/h use Eq.1., otherwise,

2.2. If the air temperature is ≤ 5˚C and the wind speed is > 0km/h, but < 5km/h. use Eq.2.

3. Output the wind chill factor.

And then further refined:

1. Obtain the air temperature and wind speed.

2. Calculate the wind chill factor.

2.1. If the air temperature is ≤ 5˚C

2.1.1.If the wind speed is ≥ 5km/h use Eq.1., else,

2.1.2.If the wind speed is > 0km/h, but < 5km/h. use Eq.2.

3. Output the wind chill factor.

This could be depicted visually in the following in a flow chart of some sort. 
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THE BASIC PROGRAM
First the variables need to be dealt with. What information is needed?

 Air temperature air_temp, airTemp, airTempdegC, airTemperature

 Wind speed  wind_speed, windSpeed, windSpd
 Wind chill factor   windchillfactor, windChll, wcf

Make them all double.
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#include <stdio.h>

int main(void)
{
    double airTemp, windSpd, windChll;

    return 0;
}

THE INPUT
Now deal with the program input:

#include <stdio.h>

int main(void)
{
    double airTemp, windSpd, windChll;

    printf("Air temperature (Celsius): ");
    scanf("%lf", &airTemp);
    printf("Wind speed (km/h): ");
    scanf("%lf", &windSpd);

    return 0;
}

THE LOGIC
The remainder of the program deals with the logic behind Step 2 in the algorithm. The first part is dealing 

with Step 2.1: 

 If the air temperature is ≤ 5˚C

This translates to the following code in C:

! if (airTemp <= 5.0)
   {
!     // do something here
   }

The compound statement delineated by { and } means that the code inside this only executes when the if 

expression evaluates to true, i.e. when the air temperature is less than or equal to 0.

When this is embedded into the program it looks like:

#include <stdio.h>
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int main(void)
{
    double airTemp, windSpd, windChll;

    printf("Air temperature (Celsius): ");
    scanf("%lf", &airTemp);
    printf("Wind speed (km/h): ");
    scanf("%lf", &windSpd);

    if (airTemp <= 5.0)
    {
        // do something here
    }

    return 0;
}

Both Step 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 occur inside this compound statement. First Step 2.1.1 is added:

    if (airTemp <= 5.0)
    {
        if (windSpd >= 5.0)
            // Equation 1
    }

Then Step 2.1.2 is added:

    if (airTemp <= 5.0)
    {
        if (windSpd >= 5.0)
            // Equation 1
        else if (windSpd > 0.0 && windSpd < 5.0)
            // Equation 2
    }

Now the equations can be added:

    if (airTemp <= 5.0)
    {
        if (windSpd >= 5.0)
            windChll = 13.12 + 0.6215*airTemp - 11.37*pow(windSpd,0.16)
                             + 0.3965*airTemp*pow(windSpd,0.16);
        else if (windSpd > 0.0 && windSpd < 5.0)
            windChll = airTemp + ((-1.59+0.1345*airTemp)/5.0)*windSpd;
    }
 
Don’t forget to include the math library. Now add a printf for the output:
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! printf("The temperature feels like %.2f degrees Celsius\n", windChll);
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THE WHOLE PROGRAM

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

int main(void)
{
    double airTemp, windSpd, windChll;

    printf("Air temperature (Celsius): ");
    scanf("%lf", &airTemp);
    printf("Wind speed (km/h): ");
    scanf("%lf", &windSpd);

    if (airTemp <= 5.0)
    {
        if (windSpd >= 5.0)
            windChll = 13.12 + 0.6215*airTemp - 11.37*pow(windSpd,0.16)
                        + 0.3965*airTemp*pow(windSpd,0.16);
        else if (windSpd > 0.0 && windSpd < 5.0)
            windChll = airTemp + ((-1.59+0.1345*airTemp)/5.0)*windSpd;
    }

    printf("The temperature feels like %.2f degrees Celsius\n", windChll);

    return 0;
}

DOES IT WORK?
If the program is tested with -5˚C and 30 km/h, the wind chill is -13˚C, which is correct. What happens 

when the temperature is 2˚C? The program still prints something out, which it probably shouldn’t. This 

can be fixed by moving the printf inside the first if statement:

    if (airTemp <= 5.0)
    {
        if (windSpd >= 5.0)
            windChll = 13.12 + 0.6215*airTemp - 11.37*pow(windSpd,0.16)
                        + 0.3965*airTemp*pow(windSpd,0.16);
        else if (windSpd > 0.0 && windSpd < 5.0)
            windChll = airTemp + ((-1.59+0.1345*airTemp)/5.0)*windSpd;

        printf("The temperature feels like %.2f degrees Celsius\n", windChll);
    }
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THE EQUATIONS
How to convert the equations?

The first equation is:

 

Simplifying the equation and expanding out:

! W = 13.12 + 0.62*T - 11.37*V0.16 + 0.3965*T*V0.16

The exponent will have to be calculated using the pow function, so V0.16 becomes pow(V,0.16).

! W = 13.12 + 0.62*T - 11.37*pow(V,0.16) + 0.3965*T*pow(V,0.16)

Now substitute the proper variables:

! windChll = 13.12 + 0.6215*airTemp - 11.37*pow(windSpd,0.16)
!                  + 0.3965*airTemp*pow(windSpd,0.16);

The second equation is:

 

Simplifying the equation and expanding out:

! W = T + ((-1.59 + 0.1345*T)/5.0) * V

Now substitute the proper variables:

! windChll = airTemp + ((-1.59+0.1345*airTemp)/5.0)*windSpd;
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ADDING DEFENSIVE PROGRAMMING
The program does a reasonable job at defensive programming, but requires two additions in order to 

make it more usable. The first one deals with a wind speed of less than zero, the second deals with air 

temperature is too high.

    if (airTemp <= 5.0)
    {
        if (windSpd >= 5.0)
            windChll = 13.12 + 0.6215*airTemp - 11.37*pow(windSpd,0.16)
                        + 0.3965*airTemp*pow(windSpd,0.16);
        else if (windSpd > 0.0 && windSpd < 5.0)
            windChll = airTemp + ((-1.59+0.1345*airTemp)/5.0)*windSpd;
        else {
            printf(“Sorry there is no wind!\n”);
            return 1;
        } 
        printf("The temperature feels like %.2f degrees Celsius\n", windChll);
    }
    else
        printf(“Unable to calculate - the air temperature is too high\n”);
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MAKING WINDCHILL MODULAR
The program can be made more modular by the addition of a function to perform the actual wind chill 

calculations. Basically the region outlined in blue in the code below is encapsulated by a function.

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

int main(void)
{
    double airTemp, windSpd, windChll;

    printf("Air temperature (Celsius): ");
    scanf("%lf", &airTemp);
    printf("Wind speed (km/h): ");
    scanf("%lf", &windSpd);

    if (airTemp <= 5.0)
    {
        if (windSpd >= 5.0)
            windChll = 13.12 + 0.6215*airTemp - 11.37*pow(windSpd,0.16)
                        + 0.3965*airTemp*pow(windSpd,0.16);
        else if (windSpd > 0.0 && windSpd < 5.0)
            windChll = airTemp + ((-1.59+0.1345*airTemp)/5.0)*windSpd;
        else {
            printf(“Sorry there is no wind!\n”);
            return 1;
        } 
        printf("The temperature feels like %.2f degrees Celsius\n", windChll);
    }
    else
        printf(“Unable to calculate - the air temperature is too high\n”);

    return 0;
}

The first thing to do is to create a function:

! double wind_chillF(double airTemp, double windSpd)
! {

!     return 0;
! }

This function is called wind_chillF, and has two input values: airTemp and windSpd, representing the air 

temperature and wind speed respectively. A single value is returned. This code sits in the region between 

the last # statement and int main(void). For example:
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#include <stdio.h>

double wind_chillF(double airTemp, double windSpd)
{

    return 0;
}

int main(void)
{
    // ... code here
    return 0;
}

Now transfer the code from main in the original into the function:

! double wind_chillF(double airTemp, double windSpd)
! {
        if (windSpd >= 5.0)
            windChll = 13.12 + 0.6215*airTemp - 11.37*pow(windSpd,0.16)
                        + 0.3965*airTemp*pow(windSpd,0.16);
        else if (windSpd > 0.0 && windSpd < 5.0)
            windChll = airTemp + ((-1.59+0.1345*airTemp)/5.0)*windSpd;
        return 0;
! }

Now if this is compiled it will produce some errors, because there is no declaration for the variable 

windChll. Also the value stored in windChll is returned to the function that called it (in this case main). So 

the function is modified to reflect these changes.

! double wind_chillF(double airTemp, double windSpd)
! {
        double windChll;
        if (windS >= 5.0)
            windChll = 13.12 + 0.6215*airTemp - 11.37*pow(windSpd,0.16)
                        + 0.3965*airTemp*pow(windSpd,0.16);
        else if (windSpd > 0.0 && windSpd < 5.0)
            windChll = airTemp + ((-1.59+0.1345*airTemp)/5.0)*windSpd;
        return windChll;
! }

Now the main program can be modified, to call the function wind_chillF.

int main(void)
{
    double airTemp, windSpd, windChll;

    printf("Air temperature (Celsius): ");
    scanf("%lf", &airTemp);
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    printf("Wind speed (km/h): ");
    scanf("%lf", &windSpd);

    if (airTemp <= 5.0)
    {
        if (windSpd > 0)
            windChll = wind_chillF(airTemp, windSpd);
        else {
            printf(“Sorry there is no wind!\n”);
            return 1;
        } 
        printf("The temperature feels like %.2f degrees Celsius\n", windChll);
    }
    else
        printf(“Unable to calculate - the air temperature is too high\n”);

    return 0;
}

So what does this look like diagrammatically?
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THE MODULAR PROGRAM

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

double wind_chillF(double airTemp, double windSpd)
{
    double windChll;
    if (windS >= 5.0)
        windChll = 13.12 + 0.6215*airTemp - 11.37*pow(windSpd,0.16)
                    + 0.3965*airTemp*pow(windSpd,0.16);     
    else if (windSpd > 0.0 && windSpd < 5.0)
        windChll = airTemp + ((-1.59+0.1345*airTemp)/5.0)*windSpd;
    return windChll;
}

int main(void)
{
    double airTemp, windSpd, windChll;

    printf("Air temperature (Celsius): ");
    scanf("%lf", &airTemp);
    printf("Wind speed (km/h): ");
    scanf("%lf", &windSpd);

    if (airTemp <= 5.0)
    {
        if (windSpd > 0)
            windChll = wind_chillF(airTemp, windSpd);
        else {
            printf(“Sorry there is no wind!\n”);
            return 1;
        } 
        printf("The temperature feels like %.2f degrees Celsius\n", windChll);
    }
    else
        printf(“Unable to calculate - the air temperature is too high\n”);

    return 0;
}
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ALTERNATIVES FUNCTIONS
There are also other ways of writing the function. Consider this:

double wind_chillF(double airTemp, double windSpd)
{
    if (windS >= 5.0)
        return (13.12 + 0.6215*airTemp - 11.37*pow(windSpd,0.16)
                    + 0.3965*airTemp*pow(windSpd,0.16));     
    else if (windSpd > 0.0 && windSpd < 5.0)
        return (airTemp + ((-1.59+0.1345*airTemp)/5.0)*windSpd);
}

In this version of the function, the local variable windChll has been removed from the function, and 

replaced by two return statements.

There is also the case where pass-by-reference (i.e. a pointer) is used to pass back the value:

void wind_chillF(double airTemp, double windSpd, double *windchll)
{
    double windChll;
    if (windS >= 5.0)
        *windchll = (13.12 + 0.6215*airTemp - 11.37*pow(windSpd,0.16)
                    + 0.3965*airTemp*pow(windSpd,0.16));     
    else if (windSpd > 0.0 && windSpd < 5.0)
        *windchll = (airTemp + ((-1.59+0.1345*airTemp)/5.0)*windSpd);
}

Now the function is called like this from main:

! wind_chillF(airTemp, windSpd, &windChll);
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